Terms of Service for Pioneers

1.

Introduction

These LOVVETT Pioneer Terms and Conditions (this "Agreement")
is a legal agreement between you and RGM Consulting LLC
(“LOVVETT”), which explains your role as a LOVVETT Pioneer and
the use of the Pioneer tools. As a LOVVETT Pioneer, you earn
LOVVETT rewards by sponsoring new sellers to start selling their
surplus food through the LOVVETT service.
If you don’t want to be bound by this Agreement, please do not
sign up as a Pioneer. LOVVETT may terminate, without notice,
your access to the Pioneer tools for failure to comply with this
Agreement.
By creating a LOVVETT Pioneer account, you accept this
Agreement and agree to be bound by each of its terms. You also
represent and warrant to LOVVETT that:
1.

You are at least 18 years of age and have the authority to enter
into this Agreement

2. This Agreement is binding and enforceable against you
3. To the extent an individual is accepting this Agreement on
behalf of an entity, such an individual has the right and
authority to agree to all of the terms set forth herein on behalf
of such entity
You have read and understood LOVVETT's Privacy Policy, posted
on the LOVVETT website.

2. Intent
This Agreement intends to explain the terms and conditions
under which LOVVETT will grant you the role of a LOVVETT
Pioneer and let you use the Pioneer tools.
LOVVETT does not have any control over any sellers or other third
parties, and therefore is not liable or responsible for any actions
taken or supposed to be made by any such third party.

3. The LOVVETT Pioneer program
Signing up
To become a LOVVETT Pioneer and utilize the Pioneer tools, you
are required to sign up as a Pioneer in the LOVVETT website.
You need to have previously established a user account with
LOVVETT or signed up as an early user.
How LOVVETT may store and use of the personal information
provided by you when registering for a Pioneer account and/or
using the Pioneer portal and the Website is set out in the Privacy
Policy.

Submitting sponsored seller information
As a LOVVETT Pioneer, you can refer sellers by:
•

Giving them your Lovvett e-mail (login) so that they refer
you while signing up.

•

Getting in touch with the Lovvett sales team and submitting
seller Contact information.

In both cases, you certify that you have informed the seller about
the LOVVETT service, and that said seller is interested in using the
LOVVETT service. You will not be rewarded or compensated in any
way if you submit Contact information regarding a seller that is
already using the LOVVETT service. Also, you will not be paid or
compensated in any way if the seller does not eventually join and
use the service or if the seller operates in a neighborhood or city
where LOVVETT is not active or intending to expand.
It is your responsibility to make sure that all seller information
provided by you to LOVVETT is current, accurate, and complete. It
is also your responsibility to protect your Pioneer account
information as it should be kept strictly confidential.

Seller activation
If the seller operates in a city and neighborhood where LOVVETT is
active, LOVVETT creates the seller account using the contact
information provided by you or the seller. Then LOVVETT contacts
said seller to give them access to the LOVVETT service. LOVVETT
chooses to sign up and contact the seller at its sole discretion and
does not warrant that the seller will start using the LOVVETT
service.

LOVVETT rewards
For every seller you recruit, you are rewarded with a $20 Amazon
gift card as soon as the merchant posts her first five distinct offers.
LOVVETT may decide to change the reward amount and
conditions at any point.

4. Pioneers Hub
Upon registration, you will receive an e-mail with tools,
information, your link, and access to the Pioneers Hub, where you
will find useful information and training material.
LOVVETT does its best to keep the Application and the Pioneers
Hub safe and secure but need your help to do it by not violating or
attempting to breach its security.
Except as expressly permitted under other parts of this
Agreement, you may not modify, reproduce, duplicate, copy,
publish or create derivative works of:
-

Any portion of the website or the Pioneers Hub, any content,
photographs, descriptions, image, or other information or any
data taken from there (collectively, "Content").

-

Any information or materials retrieved from either of them.
These include graphics and logos, presentations, in whole or
part.

Furthermore, you may not use the Website or Pioneer Hub for
any purpose that
-

Invades any person’s or entity’s privacy or other rights;
misidentifies you or impersonates any person or entity,
including, without limitation, any employee or representative
of LOVVETT; or

-

Could otherwise reasonably be deemed or viewed to be
unethical, illegal, or offensive.

5. Term & Termination
This Agreement shall continue in full force until either you
terminate your Pioneer account, or LOVVETT terminates your
access to the Pioneer Hub or other non-public portions of
LOVVETT website, with or without notice.
You are entitled to terminate your Pioneer account at any time.
Choose “Delete account” or any corresponding function in the
Pioneer Hub or contact LOVVETT. LOVVETT will then delete or
anonymize any personal information attributable to you, except
for specific details that LOVVETT by law may have to save and
archive.

LOVVETT has the right to at any time suspend a LOVVETT Pioneer
or terminate the Pioneer’s account and access to the Pioneer Hub
and LOVVETT website if the Pioneer violates this Agreement or
uses the Pioneer Hub and/or website in a way that is harmful to
LOVVETT or any third party.
LOVVETT reserves the right to modify, suspend, or discontinue the
Pioneer Hub and the website without any notice at any time and
without any liability to you.

6. Miscellaneous
If any part of this Agreement is unenforceable or invalid for any
reason, said part would be changed and interpreted to accomplish
its original intent and objectives best. Any remaining parts will
continue in full force. LOVVETT shall not be liable to you for failure
or delay in performing any obligations hereunder if such failure or
delay is due to circumstances beyond its reasonable control.
All disputes arising hereunder or in connection with this
Agreement shall be resolved by the laws of Florida and the District
Court of Miami.
LOVVETT has the right to transfer its rights and obligations under
this Agreement. Furthermore, LOVVETT has the right to hire
subcontractors for the fulfillment of its obligations.

7 Changes or updates

LOVVETT may change or update this Agreement from time to
time, and any such change or update will be set in effect when
posting the updated Agreement on the website or within the
LOVVETT App.
When we make major changes to the Agreement, we will provide
you with prior notice as appropriate under the circumstances, e.g.,
by displaying a notice within the LOVVETT App, the website, or by
sending you an e-mail. If you do not agree to the changed
Agreement, you have the right to terminate your Account before
the modified Agreement comes into force.

